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1. Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center and Chair, CPR-Georgetown Commission on Ethics and Standards in ADR, Visiting Professor, Harvard Law School, Spring 2001. Thanks to my host, Steven Goldberg and his many fine colleagues at Pace for their hospitality and good (and critical) comments on my lecture, especially my friend Vanessa Merton whose critical counsel I always appreciate. Thanks also to Mrs. Philip Blank for good and caring conversation, for whom I wish the best. Thanks as well to the best research assistant a professor ever had, Meredith Weinberg, who keeps me well blue-booked, corrects my grammar, and most importantly, keeps me in touch with the culture in which we live. Thanks also to my research assistant at Harvard Law School, Hannah Weiss. This article is dedicated to all of us with personal flaws who still seek to work hard to make the world a better place, not the least of whom is our outgoing President. To paraphrase another President (Nixon), I suspect a lot of us will miss not having him “to kick around anymore.”
I. The Problems

Consider the following "intrusions" of personal conduct into the public lives of a variety of professionals:

— John Tower's rejection as Secretary of Defense because of alleged drinking and "womanizing";
— Gary Hart's loss of the Presidential nomination due to dishonesty and deceit about his adulterous affairs;
— President Bill Clinton's impeachment for perjury and obstruction of justice in one sexual harassment case linked to his behavior in a consensual sexual liaison with a White House intern;
— Senator Packwood's forced resignation from office due to many claims of sexual harassment;
— Mayor Giuliani's televised announcement of his plans to divorce his wife and spend his future with a partner from an adulterous liaison, while recuperating from cancer;
— Posthumous disclosure (widely believed during his lifetime) of President Thomas Jefferson's unmarried sexual (and perhaps loving) relationship with slave Sally Hemings;
— Judge Sol Wachtler's removal from office and incarceration for criminal harassment following termination of an adulterous relationship and for threats made to his former lover and her family.

4. See Katharine Q. Seelye, The Packwood Case: The Overview; Packwood Says He is Quitting as Ethics Panel Gives Evidence, N.Y. Times, Sept. 7, 1995, at A1 (describing Senate Ethics Committee's finding that "the Senator engaged in a pattern of abuse of his position . . . by repeatedly committing sexual misconduct making at least eighteen separate unwanted and unwelcome sexual advances between 1969 and 1990").
—Kelly Flinn's discharge from the United States Air Force following disclosure of her adulterous relationship;\textsuperscript{7}
—Withdrawal of nomination of General Ralston for Joint Chief of Staff following disclosure of an earlier adulterous affair;
—Resignations of members of Congress Livingston, Gingrich and public "apology" of Dan Burton, following disclosures of affairs, children born out of wedlock and "hypocrisy,"\textsuperscript{8} exposed by Penthouse publisher Larry Flynt, following Clinton sex scandals;
—Resignation from Congress of Joseph Kennedy, following a scandal involving his pursuit of an annulment of his marriage of twelve years;\textsuperscript{9}
—Disclosure of a variety of sexual liaisons between President John F. Kennedy and a number of paramours;\textsuperscript{10}
—The now common knowledge that President Franklin Roosevelt had an on-going adulterous and loving relationship with his wife's social secretary, both before and after entering the White House;\textsuperscript{11}
—Disclosure of President George W. Bush's arrest and conviction for driving while under the influence of alcohol some years before his candidacy;\textsuperscript{12}
—Countless rumors about the sex lives of other United States Presidents;\textsuperscript{13}
—The forced resignation of British Secretary of State for War John Profumo, following the disclosure of his adul-

\textsuperscript{7} See Kelly Flinn, Proud to Be: My Life, the Air Force, the Controversy (1997).
\textsuperscript{8} See Judith Shklar, Ordinary Vices 226-249 (1984).
\textsuperscript{9} See Sheila Rauch Kennedy, Shattered Faith: A Woman's Struggle to Stop the Catholic Church from Annulling Her Marriage (1997).
\textsuperscript{10} See Seymour M. Hersh, The Dark Side of Camelot 24, 387 (1997).
\textsuperscript{11} See Blanche Cook, Eleanor Roosevelt 6, 9, 217-18, 220, 224, 228-32 (1993).
\textsuperscript{13} See Wesley O. Hagood, Presidential Sex: From the Founding Fathers to Bill Clinton (1995); see, e.g., Arnold A. Rogow, A Fatal Friendship: Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr 65-68 (1998) (noting claims, substantiated and not, about important founding fathers and cabinet officers such as Alexander Hamilton's affair with his sister-in-law).
terous liaison with "model" Christine Keeler (who was rumored to be consorting with Russian spies);\textsuperscript{14}
—The failed Cabinet appointments of several appointees, mostly women, such as Zoe Baird and Kimba Wood, for failing to pay social security taxes for childcare workers (otherwise known as "Nanny-gate");

and from different categories of professionals (academics, writers and scientists):

— the now public affair of Hannah Arendt, Jewish philosopher and her mentor Martin Heidegger, collaborator with the Nazi regime;\textsuperscript{15}
— Alfred Einstein's unhappy marriage and divorce from his first wife, Mileva Maric Einstein and his irresponsible family life;\textsuperscript{16}
— the mutually abusive relationship of Mary McCarthy and Edmund Wilson;\textsuperscript{17}
— the 15 year affair of married Catholic author, Graham Greene, which inspired his famous novel, \textit{The End of the Affair};\textsuperscript{18}
— the strange liaison between feminist legal theorist Catherine MacKinnon and noted womanizer Jeffrey Masson;\textsuperscript{19}

and finally, in fiction,

\textsuperscript{15} See generally \textsc{Elzbieta Ettinger, Hannah Arendt \textendash; Martin Heidegger} (1995); Seyla Benhabib, \textit{The Personal is Not Political}, \textsc{Boston Review}, Oct-Nov. 1999, at 45.
\textsuperscript{17} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textsc{Frances Kiernan, Seeing Mary Plain: A Life of Mary McCarthy} (2000); \textsc{Claudia Roth Pierpont, Passionate Minds: Women Rewriting the World} 266 (2000); Claudia Roth, \textit{Hearts and Minds: The Letters of Hannah Arendt and Mary McCarthy}, \textsc{New Yorker}, Mar. 20, 1995, at 97. See generally \textsc{Between Friends, The Correspondence of Hannah Arendt and Mary McCarthy} (1995) (a collection of the letters between Hannah Arendt and Mary McCarthy).
\textsuperscript{19} See Dinitia Smith, \textit{Love Is Strange}, \textsc{N.Y. Mag.}, Mar. 22, 1993, at 35.
— the adulterous relationship of Hester Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale, Puritan minister.20

What are we to make of the relationship of personal lives to professional work, responsibility and morality? What is relevant to the consideration of what makes a good lawyer, both for purposes of admitting a new entrant to the bar and for purposes of disciplining, sanctioning or removing a member of the legal profession?21 To what extent must legal professionals be judged by different standards than those applied to other professionals22 or from those applied to them in their capacity as ordinary human beings?23 (This, of course, became a national issue in the recent impeachment controversies as we debated whether President Clinton had special obligations as the nation's chief


22. Lawyers, along with doctors, psychiatrists and now psychologists, are often credited as having the most developed ethical codes, often imitated, replicated and copied by other professions and those seeking professional status. See Gerald P. Koocher & Patricia Keith-Spiegel, Ethics in Psychology: Professional Standards and Cases (2d ed. 1998) (ethical standards as applied to psychiatrists); Lynn Sharp Paine, Moral Thinking in Management; An Essential Capability, in Ethics in Practice: Lawyers' Roles, Responsibilities and Regulation 59-74 (Deborah Rhode ed., 2000); Alan Goldman, The Moral Foundations of Professional Ethics 1-7 (1980). See generally Bernard Williams, Politics and Moral Character, in PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MORALITY 55-74 (Stuart Hampshire ed., 1978); Arthur Isak Appelbaum, Ethics for Adversaries; The Morality of Roles in Public and Professional Life (1999); Joseph L. Badaracco, Jr., Defining Moments: When Managers Must Choose Between Right and Right (1997) (ethical standards as applied to managers); David Murray, Ethics in Organizations (1997).

law enforcer24 or whether his actions were within the private sphere.25) For public officials, there are analogous issues about the appropriate standards for appointment (vetting), confirmation (like "admission" to the bar), removal from office, and indictment or subjection to some other form of discipline. The same lack of clarity about standards (whether it is appropriate to vote against or challenge a political appointment on political or ideological grounds or only on "personal or legal misconduct" grounds) in the public sphere is evident in our varying standards about lawyer discipline.

The scope of inquiry into a lawyer's private life has had an accordion-like existence in American history, opening and closing in relation to larger political and social forces. This existence has been affected by political affiliation,26 changing sexual mores,27 changing social habits,28 evolving concerns about mental and physical health,29 changing boundaries in defini-


29. See, e.g., Texas State Bd. of Law Examiners v. Malloy, 793 S.W.2d 753, 757, 759-60 (Tex. 1990); Application of Ronwin, 555 P.2d 315 (Ariz. 1976) (exam-
tions of “moral turpitude,” and the use of “indirect” offenses. It has also been affected by the more intense scrutiny of some activities that are considered to be relevant to professional practice, such as financial abuses including over-billing clients, personal bankruptcy, failure to pay bills, taxes or student loans, and insider trading.

American historians have long noted that Americans seem particularly obsessed with the private lives of public figures. The democratization of the United States in its early years drew personal scandals into the public realm. For instance, James Callendar’s “commissioned” articles on Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton and other national figures were intended to embarrass the subject of the articles and, therefore, to affect voting and reputation. Expanded political participation brought “no-holds-


31. Some argue that the “lack of candor,” lying or perjury standards, when applied to statements made in admission applications or statements to fitness committees, are really a way of “smoking out” undesirable substantive activity, whether political or sexual affiliation. See e.g., In re Greenberg, 614 P.2d 832 (Ariz. 1980). Thus, some have argued that those that sought impeachment and conviction of President Clinton cloaked their desire to deal with his sexual misconduct as a trial about perjury and obstruction of justice. See Toobin, supra note 3; Katyal, supra note 24, at 684; Robin West, Sex, Harm and Impeachment (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Pace Law Review).


34. See In re Shorter, 570 A.2d 760 (D.C. 1990).

35. Application of Gahan, 279 N.W.2d 826 (Minn. 1979); Application of Taylor, 647 P.2d 462, 456-67 (Or. 1982).


38. See Joseph Ellis, FOUNDING BROTHERS 197-198 (2000).
barred conflicts into the larger realm of civil society”39 and deep value conflicts about slavery and the role of religion in early nineteenth century America. This participation, along with such public dispute resolution devices as brawls, open courtrooms and duels,40 lessened the distinctions between public and private life. Thus, in the words of one historian, “the boundaries between private and public came to rest upon what was and was not known. The arcana of government no longer formed a protective seal around the public figure.”41 In comparison, France has long tolerated a leader with a second, illegitimate family. The British monarchy survives despite countless acts of infidelity and illegitimacy in the last few centuries; countless British public officials, judges and lawyers engage in all kinds of personal and even financial misdeeds with relative impunity in a wide range of political regimes. Many report that in the last few years, the revival of Puritan sexual morality in the United States was the brunt of many jokes in Europe and elsewhere.42

While many Americans obsessed over private scandals made public, believing Puritanical standards applied, others became concerned about the hypocritical ways in which such standards were enforced. The Kelly Flinn scandal began to unravel the sexism in military enforcement of the “gentleman and officers” code of sexual fidelity.43 Some in the military have questioned whether it made sense for the military to have different standards than civilians about sexual practices and morality.44 Somewhat ironically, Congressional prosecutors were found to

39. Appleby, supra note 37, at 40-41.
40. See id. at 41. (An interesting study by Tennessee legislators in the early 1800s revealed that lawyers fought almost 90% of all duels, so the state began to require a disavowal of dueling as a condition for admission to the bar.)
41. Id.
44. See Glancey, supra note 42; see also Martha Chamallas, The New Gender Panic: Reflections on Sex Scandals and the Military, 83 Minn. L. Rev. 305 (1998).
be guilty of the same activity, or worse than the President. Many have asked what business it is of the public’s that the Mayor of New York has prostate cancer, has been having an affair and wants to divorce his wife, who seems to prefer to “work on the marriage.” Should public officials and lawyers be held to different standards than ordinary citizens? What are the standards of private and public morality that we should apply to public officials, lawyers and private citizens? Are they the same for all, or should we, indeed, have an accordion-like spectrum or continuum of moral judgments, depending on role or function?

Another example is the John Tower episode. As a legal ethicist and former employment lawyer who always argued that employment discharges had to be “for cause” with some nexus to the job itself, I have long been concerned about the issues of the relation of private life to public office and occupational morality. Here I will share some of my constantly evolving thoughts about the proper standards we should apply, as contrasted with those we have applied, both formally and in our public and private acts of judgment, evaluation and condemnation. Of course; the question of what rules and standards should be used and applied by professional disciplinary authorities may be quite different than the standards we use in voting for a political candidate, choosing a marriage partner or making personal judgments about who is a “good person.” I begin by stating that we must acknowledge there may be differences between occupational morality and everyday personal morality. Of course, another good place to start is with the maxim “judge not, lest ye be judged” or with Hillel’s admonition to “not judge a person until you have been in his position—you do not under-

45. Most recently it has been revealed that one of the primary actors in Clinton’s disbarment proceedings in Arkansas was himself arrested for exposure and fondling (public indecency) in a public park. Clinton Adversary Held On Charge of Indecency, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2000, at A22; Don Plummer, Conservative Foundation Leader Quits; Denies Charges; Glavin Says Resignation Would Let Him “Protect My Family” from the Glare of Public Indecency Case, THE ATLANTA JOURNAL AND CONSTITUTION, Oct. 5, 2000, at 1E (describing how Matthew Glavin, President of the Southeastern Legal Foundation, a conservative advocacy group, has twice been arrested for masturbating and fondling a ranger in a Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area in an area that rangers call a “hot gay cruising area”).

stand even yourself until the day of your death.” (If then, I would add as a post-modernist post-script).47

Our moral judgments should be variable, dependent on the demands of the profession or occupation, both in its duties and responsibilities to particular clients or constituencies. This suggests that different functions and occupational statuses may call for different standards of judgment, a sort of situational occupational morality. There are two key values in assessing the relationship of personal behavior to professional accountability—some “nexus” of the personal behavior to the professional role (the scope of which is still highly contestable)—and integrity of judgment and enforcement (by which I mean no hypocrisy or selective judgment in the application of standards). I suspect that the latter is an even harder condition to satisfy since so many in public, professional and private life seek to condemn or judge others for what they, or others they “forgive,” have done themselves. I have no easy answer or solution to the question of how we should judge others. However, as someone interested in “moral dialogue,” I believe we learn something by at least honestly discussing the issues.

II. Philosophical Solutions

The idea that those in public life were to be privately unassailable probably dates from Plato’s Republic.48 There, Plato argued that the ruling guardians of the polity were, in effect, to have no private life apart from their political duties.49 Family, domestic concerns, and satisfaction of the needs of the body were considered bad distractions from the use of reason to govern properly.50 In Rousseau’s vision, “every citizen will feel himself to be incessantly in the public eye.”51 For Hegel, interests of the state were considered superior to private life because when an individual was acting in service to the state, private

47. Matthew 7.1 (King James); Pirkei Avos 2:5 (advice from the Sages in the Mishnah, which explains Judaic laws and customs).
49. Id. at Ch. 5 (“...and they were to have no private expenses; for we intended them to preserve their true character of guardians”).
50. See id. (“And as they have nothing but their persons which they can call their own, suits and complaints will have no existence among them...”).
and public ends were identical. Marx also saw an interest in maintaining private life as a characteristic of bourgeois class interests. It is only the classically liberal political thinkers who saw a role for separate spheres of privacy as part of liberty's promise of autonomy.

Thus, we are left with an historical anomaly. We seem to insist on more privacy in our lives as modern conditions have made the existence of private lives less possible. The possibility of more and closer scrutiny, through press, technology, and proximity, has necessitated more private space. So we can ask whether certain types of professionals, public officials or other workers (teachers, clergy) are entitled to less privacy and should be subjected to more public scrutiny than others. Is it possible to articulate a theory of "universal privacy" or "private morality?" Or, must we establish, what Dennis Thompson has called, "diminished privacy" for public officials based upon their occupations? Let us review what might be the possible justifications for each.

The claims that we must have a universal sphere of personal privacy and a private right of action are deeply rooted in our political theories regarding liberalism, constituted by the values of liberty, autonomy, and individualism. Ultimately, in our most extreme version of liberalism, we are accountable to no one but ourselves (and our own God). We need a private

52. G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Right (T.M. Knox, trans., 1962).
54. See generally John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Bobbs-Merrill ed., 1956); See also Jeremy Bentham, Political Tracts (1790); John Locke, Of Property and Government in The Libertarian Reader (David Boaz ed., 1997) (John Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham, and John Locke recognized private property and Thomas Jefferson claimed "the pursuit of happiness" as a civic right in the Declaration of Independence).
55. Relational feminists, among others, have suggested that we are also responsible to those we care for and who care for us. See Joan Tronto, Moral Boundaries: A Political Argument for an Ethic of Care (1993); Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice (1982); Robin West, Caring for Justice (1997); Carrie Menkel-Meadow, What's Gender Got to Do With It?: The Politics and Morality of an Ethic of Care, 22 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 265 (1996). Indeed, relational feminism has made its way into modern moral dilemmas in two ironic ways. On the one hand, President Clinton's transgressions are between him and his wife and none of our business, but on the other hand, feminists argue that if he treats women, his wife and his daughter, so badly (deceitfully, as well as abusively) how can he be our leader? See Katharine Seelye, Investigating Clinton: Female Views; On
sphere for release and relaxation, and thus, the more stressful the job, perhaps the more private release one needs. Privacy is essential for obtaining good advice, which is why we promise confidentiality in lawyer-client relations, and is necessary to assure that talented people will serve in public office. People holding public office and people who are engaged in certain other stressful jobs, such as policing, teaching, lawyering, and medical care, may be especially in need of private solace, friendship, trust, love and renewal in order to accomplish their jobs. We all need a place without intrusion or fear of being watched. It may be that we negotiate private moral codes in smaller units than public life or public morality would allow. If we do not allow some place where there is a sufficient level of privacy, it is argued that we will not be able to recruit people to accept public jobs. Leaders must be allowed their privacy so that all of us can enjoy our own privacy. Therefore, to observe one’s own privacy is to respect that of others as well. It is argued that character itself is best developed within the crucible of private

the Tightrope, Many Democratic Women are Saying Little, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 2, 1998, at A18. In a form of modern day feminist Machiavellianism, Clinton is defended by many feminists (myself included) because, from a totally utilitarian perspective, he has been better for more women than probably any single previous office holder at his level. Former Senator Packwood, would, of course, make similar claims. See Francis Clines, The Packwood Case—In the Senate; Recalling a Public Life, Not A Private Scandal, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 8, 1995, at D17 (discussing then-Senator Packwood’s resignation speech in which he described his early days of advocating for abortion rights for women). Notice the differences in the treatment of the sexual behaviors of Gary Hart and Senator Ted Kennedy. See Anna Quindlen, Public and Private; Trouble with Teddy, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 19, 1991, § 1, at 23.

66. Does this explain why so many effective officeholders have such large appetites, sexual, as well as culinary, physical (sports) or bestial (hunting, fishing, etc.)? Would women in power have different release activities (cooking, shopping, animal and child tending, gardening)?

57. Renewal may not come to all in conventional family life. Thus, some would prefer “wine, women and song” (or drugs, sex and rock’n’roll in modern parlance) to achieve solace and comfort from the stressful work of the day.

58. I suppose even an exhibitionist like Madonna has now reached this stage (desiring privacy at her recent wedding), but what about those people who are available twenty-four hours on their Web pages? See http://www.Jennycam.com.

59. People other than Bill and Hillary Clinton have had “open marriages” or unmarried partnerships. Others have informally adopted children and made other group living arrangements and have led happy and productive lives—in some cases very loving and productive lives caring for other people. See BENNETT BERGER, THE SURVIVAL OF A COUNTERCULTURE: IDEOLOGICAL WORK AND EVERYDAY LIFE AMONG RURAL COMMUNARDS (1981) (for a history of outsider communal societies within our history).
teaching and learning, that is, within the family or where there is not too much humiliation.\textsuperscript{60} Finally, it is argued that if we allow comment on everything in everyone's lives, we will become a nation of nattering nabobs of trivia and gossip,\textsuperscript{61} without paying sufficient attention to the grave issues of our polity.\textsuperscript{62}

So with these claims for a private, personal sphere of action and morality without public judgment, why and when should we ever care about what some professional or public official does in his private life? There are many answers to this question, all giving rise to the demand for some calculus of private-public morality. First, it is argued, by virtue of taking and doing certain jobs, the private person makes him or herself publicly available. His or her private life may be salient to the work. One example of this is an individual's "consent" to be publicly scrutinized for private, as well as public action. Gary Hart's invitation to the press to follow him around and check up on his fidelity, or infidelity as it turned out, is one example. Astronauts in orbit serve as another example. Others define certain jobs, such as that of President of the United States, as being "24/7," i.e., that it is always public.\textsuperscript{63} Another situation in which there is reduced expectation of privacy is when an action occurs in a public or occupationally salient place. For example, would Bill Clinton's actions have been viewed differently if they had not taken place in the Oval Office? Is sexual harassment in the workplace worse than marital infidelity in a hotel? Does the doctor fondling the nurse in the operating room offend us more

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{60} But see Joan Goodman & Howard Lesnick, \textit{The Moral Stake in Education} (2001) (criticizing current "character" training in the schools).

\textsuperscript{61} Of course, many would say we are already there with society's virtual obsession with magazines like \textit{People Magazine}, as well as instant Internet hook-up to any person. But see John Sabini & Maury Silver, \textit{Moralities of Everyday Life} 98-106 (1982) (for an argument that gossip is useful for teaching moral lessons). See also Patricia M. Spacks, \textit{Gossip} (1985) (for a discussion of the positive values of gossip).

\textsuperscript{62} The focus on personality in everything from politics to art to choice of professions is considered a symptom of this frailty. Consider how recent or universal this focus on personality really is. Were not all societies obsessed with the private lives of their leaders (Caesar, Henry VIII and Mao to name a few)? "The people want spice and they shall have it, in churches, in theaters and in the newspapers." William Dean Howells, \textit{In A Modern Instance} (Penguin Books 1988) (1882) (in a novel portraying the new "crassness" of 19th century journalistic ethics).

\textsuperscript{63} Katyal, \textit{supra} note 24.
\end{footnotesize}
than if he does it someplace else? Does Paul Newman's charac-
ter, Frank Galvin, drinking in his law office during the day,
bother us more than if he drank only alone at night in a bar or
at home?64

The touchstone of all scrutiny of private life in the occupa-
tional sector has always been the relevance or nexus of private
action to job performance.65 Indeed, that was always my argu-
ment in employment discharge cases employing the standard of
"just cause,"66 and it is more or less the current standard for
lawyer misconduct in the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct:67

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

... b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the law-
yer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other
respects;
c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation;68
d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of
justice.69

The rule which requires lawyers to report other lawyer mis-
conduct has also been circumscribed to a nexus with effective-
ness in the professional capacity of lawyering in the most recent
version of the Model Rules. Model Rule 8.3 states,

"[a] lawyer having knowledge that another lawyer has committed
a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct that raises a sub-
stantial question as to that lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fit-

64. See The Verdict (20th Century Fox 1982).
65. Schware v. Bd. of Bar Examiners of N.M., 353 U.S. 232, 239 (1957); see
also Judith Lichtenberg, Sex, Character, Politics and the Press 7 (1) Report From
the Center for Philosophy and Public Policy 12 (1987).
66. See, e.g., Michael Fabiano, The Meaning of Just Cause for Termination
When an Employer Alleges Misconduct and Employee Denies it, 44 Hastings L.J.
399 (1993).
68. In reality, interpretations of this rule in attorney disciplinary proceedings
have become increasingly tied to actions related to lawyering. See ABA Center
for Prof'l Resp., Annotated Model Rules of Professional Conduct 565-567
(3d ed. 1996); see also Richard Burke, Truth in Lawyering: An Essay on Lying and
Deceit in the Practice of Law, 38 Ark. L. Rev. 2 (1984); John Hombach, The Na-
tional Association of Honest Lawyers: An Essay on Honesty, "Lawyer Honesty" and
ness as a lawyer in other respects, shall inform the appropriate professional authority.”

Such a requirement also suggests that it is particular acts, and not “character” generally, that should be subjected to professional ethical scrutiny. For example, being drunk when due in court should be subject to discipline, but being known as an “alcoholic” who does not drink during working hours and is able to function well during that time should not be subject to discipline. Being known as a womanizer generally should not be a disciplinable matter, but one might be subject to discipline for cavorting with prostitutes who are known to fraternize with the “other side.”

On the other hand, there are some practical and instrumental difficulties with limiting the scrutiny to acts that appear to have a nexus to professional tasks. How do we evaluate conflicts of interest if we do not know enough about a professional's financial and personal relationships to make an informed judgment? We would likely need more information about discrete “acts” to evaluate some forms of potential professional misconduct. How can we know if a professional is subject to undue influence by others (lovers, family, the Mob, financial supporters, drug suppliers) or is himself committing an abuse of power, if we do not know the company that he is keeping? Moreover, how can we know if we are being hypocritical about enforcing rules and standards unless we have enough information about everyone we might be disciplining to compare them?

What “acts” are relevant? Should we judge decisions that lawyers, public officials, doctors and other professionals make by scrutinizing only their work or job-related behavior? Or is it appropriate to scrutinize their behaviors in other spheres as


71. For allegations about JFK in the White House, see Hersh, supra note 10; see also Denning, supra note 14 (scandal in England).

72. See Richard Reeves, President Kennedy: Profile of Power 36, 147, 158, 159 (1993) (consider JFK's relationship to Dr. Max Jacobsen, who allegedly prescribed him drugs, through shots and painkillers for his back condition); see also Irvin Molotsky, Hatch Backs Rehnquist on Medication, N.Y. Times, Aug. 14, 1986, at D22 (for similar allegations with respect to Justice Rehnquist’s alleged addiction to painkillers for various medical conditions).
well? For instance, to what extent is past behavior relevant? The recent movie *The Contender* considers how far back one's sexual history may be relevant in determining whether or not one is fit to occupy public office. Should we consider "acts" that do not technically and directly have an impact on one's ability to perform one's job but may involve other issues that may have an adverse affect on one's ability to function as a public representative (i.e. judges' memberships in restricted and discriminatory clubs or police membership in the John Birch Society or the Ku Klux Klan). If certain kinds of professionals are supposed to be "exemplary" role models for the rest of the citizenry (or for children in schools, for example) then is anything "fair game" or are only professionally related characteristics relevant? Leaders in various environments are often called on to be role models for individuals who are dealing with difficult personal and ethical situations (illnesses, grief, unruly children or relatives, divorce or marital problems). Therefore, it is only natural that such public figures might be subject


75. See Thompson, supra note 51, at 136 (consider the different impact of past psychiatric treatment by President Nixon and would-be Vice Presidential candidate Thomas Eagleton).

76. See id. at 130 (an issue raised with respect to Griffin Bell's confirmation as the Attorney General—he resigned from his clubs); During Justice Rehnquist's confirmation hearings he was confronted with restrictive covenants on two of his properties which he said he was "unaware of," id.; see also *Valid Doubts About Justice Rehnquist*, N.Y. Times, Sept. 11, 1986, at A26. Discriminatory club memberships are now prohibited by the Judicial Code of Conduct. *Code of Judicial Conduct* Canon 2.C (2000).

77. See Thompson, supra note 51, at 130-31.

78. Contrast Betty Ford's treatment of drug addiction and breast cancer to Mayor Giuliani's treatment of prostate cancer and adultery. Consider the differences in our social and political culture by looking at Tipper Gore's treatment of depression versus President Nixon's and Tom Eagleton's mental health issues. (Are these different for a wife and putative First Lady than a "real" leader?)

79. Billy Carter and Roger Clinton have been seen as "black sheep" amidst their respective presidential brothers' successes. See Richard Leiby, 'Black Sheep: Good and Baa-d', *WASH. POST*, Feb. 1996, at C2 [reviewing "Black Sheep," a movie in which a man (played by Chris Farley) wrecks his older brother's gubernatorial campaign, "with the abandon of Billy Carter and Roger Clinton combined."] Then again, look at President George Bush's son, Neil, implicated in an S & L fraud (what happened to him?).
to scrutiny beyond their official occupational acts. (Consider the complex role-modeling of Mahatma Ghandi and Martin Luther King, Jr.—exemplary political leaders with slightly problematic personal lives).

Even if we expand ethical and moral scrutiny beyond professional acts, it is not easy to define what we consider "morally good" behavior. Consider the moral rectitude of the way most of the participants in Watergate (especially Richard Nixon) conducted their family lives. In contrast, some cultures consider heightened sexual activity as a sign of virility and strength in a leader. Would Franklin Roosevelt's "triumph" over his disability be considered a strength or a weakness in today's political climate?

How are we to determine for which private acts we should hold some professionals accountable in their professional life? Is a scholar who writes about the abuse and exploitation of women to be criticized for falling in love with a self-confessed sexual exploiter (MacKinnon and Masson)? What about a Jewish activist for falling in love with, and later defending, a Nazi sympathizer and/or collaborator (Arendt and Heidegger)? (Is it

---

80. See Joe Klein, Primary Colors (1996) (consider differences in media and political treatment of Ronald Reagan, Adlai Stevenson, Nelson Rockefeller, Robert Dole, Newt Gingrich and the Clintons); see also Joe Klein, An American Marriage, New Yorker, February 9, 1998, at 34 (a complex marriage which seems more interesting to me than many others that have characterized our political leaders); see also Maureen Dowd, Contract with Hypocrisy, N.Y. Times, Jan. 5, 2000, at A21.


82. See Thompson, supra note 51, at 128 (discussing Sukarno in Indonesia), and consider the different characterizations of JFK and Clinton on these dimensions; see, e.g., Joe Eszterhas, American Rhapsody (2000) (characterizing Clinton); see id. at 86 (for a brief discussion on JFK).


84. My feminist reading group in 1993 spent several hours discussing the question of whether we could ever trust Kitty MacKinnon's pronouncements on women and sexual exploitation ever again, after the very public article about her "ideal" love affair and announced marriage to confessed sexual exploiter Jeffrey Masson. If you want to follow this complex tale, read the introductions, dedications and acknowledgments to each other's books in the late 1980s and 1990s of these two prolific authors who claim that they are still "friends." See Smith, supra note 19.

only women who have liaisons with ethically challenged individuals?) Do scholars who write about social issues, or are “public intellectuals” telling the rest of us how to live, invite greater moral scrutiny and opprobrium than scientists whose love and sex lives have less obvious connections to their work? Are artists to be judged by different standards when “adultery makes good literature, if unhappy lives?” Do private people become publicly accountable when they receive public funds (for example, artists who are supported by government grants and welfare recipients)? Or, do they only become publicly accountable when their private acts have public significance (see the role of the butler in The Remains of the Day)?

Certain professional callings may lead to heightened levels of professional responsibility and scrutiny. The military, for example, has always claimed that its stricter moral code is necessary to insure appropriate discipline. I have always considered Arthur Dimmesdale more “at fault” than Hester Prynne, who was punished more severely, for their adulterous love in The Scarlet Letter, (although she was the married one) because of

86. But see Gabor, supra note 16 (discussing men who exploited their wives for their work and minds). Also note that scientists have been morally interrogated for the political uses of their science. See Michael Frayn, Copenhagen (2000) (presenting “confrontation” between Niels Bohr and Heisenberg on the uses of nuclear science and atomic bomb technology during World War II).

87. Cash, supra note 18, at 14, 18, 27 (exploring the impact of adultery on the writing of great literature and suggesting that deceit and “true feelings” are essential parts of the creative process). Can it be argued that some forms of “disloyalty” are actually functional for some jobs (politics for making compromises with the “enemy”) and dysfunctional for others? (Lawyers, are, at least in theory, supposed to be “loyal” to their clients, if not their spouses.) Do the changing lawyers’ ethical rules, which increasingly permit client “switching” and “screens” to allow one’s partners to represent one’s former adversaries [see Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct (Proposed Draft 2000), Rules 1.10, 1.11, 1.12 and 1.18] represent a new toleration of promiscuity in the legal profession?

88. See Patricia Williams, The Rooster’s Egg (1995); Menkel-Meadow, supra note 20.

his hypocritical preachings as a Puritan minister.\textsuperscript{90} Judges have now banned membership in discriminatory organizations because of their realization that the enforcers of the "equal protection" clause should not appear to be violating equality precepts, even in their private lives. There continues to be a debate in many communities whether those who serve that community must reside there as citizens.\textsuperscript{91} Journalists who lie are immediately dismissed.\textsuperscript{92}

Philosophers, as well as practical ethicists and professional disciplinarians, have to consider for what period of time blame-worthiness should last for those who commit moral transgressions. Should a past felony conviction be a permanent disqualification for admission to the bar, receipt of a medical license, or college admission?\textsuperscript{93} When are we allowed to forgive and get on with life? At what point can we be satisfied that rehabilitation has occurred? Does the answer to these questions vary for professions with different sets of ethical norms? Must lawyers always be upholders of the law?\textsuperscript{94} (What about those of us who have engaged in political demonstrations leading to arrests, who have "inhaled," who have engaged in pre-marital or extra-marital sex, have driven through a stop sign or have driven while under the influence, but are exemplary professionals of various kinds?) Should doctors never smoke or drink? Should doctors treat patients while themselves under

\textsuperscript{90} See Menkel-Meadow, supra note 20.


\textsuperscript{92} See Howard Kurtz, Outbreak of Fiction is Alarming News, WASH. POST, June 29, 1998, at B1 (discussing fabrications and firing of New Republic journalist Stephen Glass as well as of the Boston Globe's columnist Patricia Smith, whose work was submitted by her editors for a Pulitzer Prize).


\textsuperscript{94} Must a moral lawyer agree with all the laws that are passed? (The age old question of distinctions between morality and law). See generally H. L. A. Hart, Law, Liberty and Morality (1963); Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law (Rev. ed. 1964); Thomas Grey, The Legal Enforcement of Morality: Essays and Materials in Law and Philosophy (1983).
the care of a psychiatrist\textsuperscript{95} or under the influence of prescription
anti-depressants? Are some private moral transgressions so
universally condemned (such as wife or child abuse, violent
crime, drug use, mental health hospitalization) that they should
disqualify all guilty parties of ever holding an important occu-
pation, especially when our theories of causation and individual
responsibility seem so subject to change (i.e., genetic bases of
alcoholism, learned child abuse, etc.)? For what can an indi-
vidual, in his or her occupation, be held morally accountable from
an earlier private transgression?\textsuperscript{96}

At another level, moral philosophers have raised important
procedural issues, in arguments that sound remarkably like
substantive due process,\textsuperscript{97} about the scrutiny of private morality for professional purposes. Do we need to have shared and explicit agreement about the standards by which we judge people for justified opprobrium or discipline? Can we ever have this agreement in such times of rapid social and moral change?\textsuperscript{98} Does the amount of scrutiny we would have to undertake to determine if someone were acting morally offend our sense of appropriateness and privacy? Should we just leave some people alone? When is it appropriate for us to inquire into someone’s private life? Vice President Cheney suffered a heart attack after the presidential election.\textsuperscript{99} If we were to take the example of demanding a full medical report on heart patient

\textsuperscript{95} Note that all psychiatrists must, as a condition of their training, undergo psychiatric evaluation and analysis.

\textsuperscript{96} Given the vast outpouring of memoir literature we are increasingly hearing more and more details of people’s early and flawed lives. See, e.g., MARY KARR, THE LIAR’S CLUB: A MEMOIR (1997) (discussing the early and flawed lives of the author and the members of the author’s family).

\textsuperscript{97} See Williams, supra note 22; THOMPSON, supra note 51.

\textsuperscript{98} Some would suggest, for example, that women might be more likely permanently to condemn domestic violence and child abuse as being professionally disqualifying (demonstrating lack of trust, loyalty, discipline and physical restraint, all necessary qualities for doctors or lawyers) than would be men or others who still see separate professional and personal “spheres” of conduct. Some have suggested that the commission of physical violence, and, especially domestic violence, demonstrates a “need to control” those who are dependent (such as clients, patients and loved family members) that should be particularly disqualifying for professionals in such intimate relationships of trust and care (Vanessa Merton elo-
quently raised this issue at the lecture).

\textsuperscript{99} Thomas B. Edsall, Cheney Released From Hospital; GOP Vice Presidential Nominee Expects a “Fairly Normal Schedule” Soon, WASH. POST, Nov. 25, 2000, at A12.
and Vice President Cheney what should we make of Eisenhower's several heart attacks while in office? Reports of medical conditions are no guarantee of ability to perform professional services. If the degree of required disclosure or scrutiny becomes too intense or intrusive, will we prevent talented, potential office holders from seeking certain professional positions? What if we required disclosure of important facts about professionals that might not disqualify them for a job, but which would be used to assess the quality of professional services to be rendered? By doing any or all of this, will we all become too distracted to do our jobs?

This set of procedural concerns has led one moral philosopher to articulate a possibly useful standard for considering when and how we should inquire into certain public office holders' private lives: "[t]he more intimate the activity, the more compelling must be the connection with the official's (professional's) position, and conversely, the less intimate, the less compelling the connection has to be." Thus, inquiries into such matters as with whom one sleeps, what one reads or watches on TV or in the movies, or what prescriptions one takes, would be.

100. See Michael Powell, Feeling No Pain for the Record: Politicians with Medical Problems Guard Their Images' Health First, WASH. POST, Mar. 6, 2001, at C1.

101. Consider both J. Edgar Hoover's and Roy Cohn's hidden homosexuality as influences on their prosecutorial decisions. How much should a potential lawyer or doctor, being interviewed by a prospective client, have to divulge or "disclose" to a client about their private lives for a client to "freely choose" an appropriate lawyer?

102. Many commentators now agree that the Supreme Court wrongly decided the question of whether the President should be temporarly immune from lawsuits for personal matters while in public office. See generally Katyal, supra note 24; see also Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S. 681, 701-02 (1997).

103. Thompson, supra note 51, at 132.


or with whom one consults for solace or psychiatric treatment would be protected, unless there was some compelling connection to one's professional life and our need to judge that connection. Note that this formulation does suggest comparative professional ethics. In my professional ethical judgment, with whom a scholar cavorts (especially another intellectual who will clearly affect that scholar's thinking),\textsuperscript{106} may be more relevant than with whom a President cavorts (as long as there are no political implications arising from the cavorting).\textsuperscript{107} Standards of judgment should be applied with integrity and equality. What's good for the goose must be good for the gander.\textsuperscript{108}

\textsuperscript{106}. This is Sandra Harding's version of heightened objectivity in modern epistemology—we need to know how a knowledge producer is situated in the world, demographically, institutionally, culturally and biographically, in order to assess the intellectual validity of claims made. See Sandra Harding, \textit{Whose Science? Whose Knowledge?} (1995); Sandra Harding, \textit{The Science Question in Feminism} (1991).

\textsuperscript{107}. Is this ever possible? Are some offices just always political “24/7”?

\textsuperscript{108}. In my view, the current climate of intense personal scrutiny began (in recent history) with the John Tower confirmation hearing, intense political scrutiny with Watergate and mixed political and personal scrutiny with the Bork confirmation hearings. While I thought it perfectly appropriate to contest Bork's confirmation on the principled grounds of unacceptable ideology for a Supreme Court Justice, as one who worked to defeat that nomination, I fully realized at the time that defeat of Bork on “political” grounds would clearly permit similar attacks on various candidates on the other side of the political spectrum. See, for example, the withdrawal of Lani Guiner's nomination for Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights (labeled a “quota queen”). These events continue to raise questions about whether standards should differ (I think they should) for appointment to political offices, like Cabinet positions, and judgeships (commanding a higher standard of commitment to some form of “fairness” or, at least, lack of bias) and whether it is appropriate to contest appointments on “principled” political grounds (different commitments to or ideologies about important policy issues) or only on grounds of personal or legal misconduct. The latter remains a particularly unsettled question as we view the most recent round of confirmation hearings for a new administration in which one candidate withdrew for law violations (immigration law issues for Linda Chavez) and another candidate was challenged for his “non-mainstream” political views in the nation's highest legal office (John Ashcroft as Attorney General). Should we look to other standards or “measure” of character such as the admissibility and relevance of 'character' evidence in civil and criminal trials? See \textit{e.g.} \textit{Fed. R. Evid.} 404, 405, 608.
III. Practical Solutions: How Should A Lawyer's Private Life or Personal Morality Affect Professional Responsibilities?

When we consider the practical implications of judgment about personal lives and professional roles there are at least three separate questions to consider:

1. For what should professional regulation be initiated (admissions or discipline)?
2. How should we "judge" other professionals by their personal conduct?
3. How should we judge ourselves or make choices about our own personal lives and activities?

In other places and at other times, legal scholars have analyzed for what conduct bar ethics or admissions committees have acted. I will not rehearse those here, except to say that there is wide variation among states about such issues. These include decisions about what conduct constitutes grounds for rejection of applications for admission to the bar, as well as about sanctions and discipline, including disbarment. Also widely debated is the standard by which an attorney or a judge must report the acts of misconduct by another attorney. These acts of officially recognized "misconduct" can be thought of as falling into at least three categories: (1) those which clearly are within the zone of professional misconduct such as violating client confidences and stealing client's funds; (2) those which clearly fall into the "personal conduct" category such as child molestation, commission of some crimes, embezzlement, failure to pay bills, adultery, etc.; and (3) those acts which although "personally" committed, might have some relation to professional competence or job performance, such as drug use, alcohol, stealing from a law firm, tax fraud, bad behavior during one's own di-

109. See generally Rhode, Moral Character as a Professional Credential, supra note 21; Rhode, Moral Character: The Personal and the Political, supra note 21; Richmond, supra note 70.

110. Recall that the Model Rules changed the reporting requirement (from the Code of Professional Responsibility) to reflect a heightened standard of conduct which "raises a substantial question" about another lawyer's "honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer." (MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.3 cmt. 3). Compare with MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 1-103(A) (requiring reporting of all violations of ethics code).
voice proceeding, or failure to pay child support.111 Some acts in this last category might fit the old “crime of moral turpitude” standard, now eliminated because of the lack of consensus about the definition of what a crime of moral turpitude is.

The standard of “conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice” might include a lawyer’s personal actions that reflect on his ability to perform as an officer of the court, as in the recent case in New York of a lawyer who was sanctioned for arriving late to court.112 This would also include a lawyer who disrupted the court during his own divorce proceeding, and possibly President Clinton’s perjury during his deposition.113

Whether some personal action “has an impact on the job” is likely to be as unclear a standard as “moral turpitude.” However, at least it aims to express a nexus between misconduct and job function. Of course, if the “administration of justice” is thrown into the mix, then one could argue that a lawyer must always obey the law because not to obey the law would be to act in derogation of the law’s requirements and might be considered by the public to thwart the administration of justice. On the other hand, one might argue, as I would, that a lawyer may be particularly well equipped to break or disregard the law as an act of civil disobedience in an effort to challenge a law that the lawyer is in a particularly good position to know is unjust or operates wrongly.114

111. See Richmond, supra note 70, at 190-201 (for cases discussing attorney misconduct).


113. Though it is clear that his lawyers will argue Clinton was not acting as a lawyer when he allegedly lied at his Paula Jones deposition in January of 1998, others have suggested that a lawyer may never act dishonestly, fraudulently or make a misrepresentation, no matter what the role. See Fox, supra note 25. Worse for the President, there are comments to the Arkansas Professional Responsibility Code that seem to suggest a public official should be held to a higher standard than a mere lawyer. Ark. Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 8.4 (“lawyers holding public office assume legal responsibilities going beyond those of other citizens. . . . ”); see also In Re Lee, 806 S.W.2d 382, 384 (Ark. 1991); Rhode, Moral Character as a Professional Credential, supra note 21, at 587 (suggesting that a lawyer who commits perjury, no matter what the context, may be thwarting the legal system and should be disciplined).

When applied outside of the obvious realm of lawyer activity, the ambiguous definitions and scope of lawyer misconduct rules have caused many to question their utility. If the purpose of the rules is to protect the public from lawyers' "harms," then let the public complain when harm is actually done (discipline rather than vague admissions criteria). Predictions in advance of how particular people will behave later is notoriously unreliable, particularly when experts disagree about how predictive and stable "character" is, especially in an age of the "postmodern" self. President Clinton's behavior, though certainly problematic, demonstrates that some people are actually quite effective at compartmentalizing and being particularly functional and effective in a professional capacity while somewhat dysfunctional in another. Thus, I would argue for a very limited scope of job-relatedness for actual professional misconduct discipline, while admitting that "impeding the administration of justice" gives wide berth to those who want to argue that even some very private acts, when committed by a lawyer, might implicate such a rule. (To think that we thought we were making things easier when we dumped "appearance of impropriety" for a number of issues in the old Code!) 

Historically and empirically, it is now clear that broad definitions of personal misconduct have been used to exclude or expel certain classes of "undesirables" from our profession, like Communists, or those who would not answer questions about their political affiliations, women, minorities, misdemeanants of unrelated crimes, etc. Clearly, questions remain about whether certain kinds of crimes or personal wrongs are so offensive that they might cast doubt on a lawyer's ability to gain the trust of clients and society (heinous crimes, some domestic and other violence, etc.). These are not easy questions, as illus-

trated by the controversy about admitting a convicted murderer to the law school of Arizona State University.\textsuperscript{118} Whether a lawyer can or should be disciplined for particular conduct or characteristics\textsuperscript{119} does not fully answer the question of how we judge such individuals. I suspect a great range of views exist about what should have happened in former President Clinton's bar discipline settlement agreement, and an even greater range of views are possible about how we should judge his personal, professional and public official legacy and reputation. Reasonable minds will differ with respect to such judgments, but allow me to defend, in conclusion, why I think some form of moral pluralism and relativism may be in order here. It is clear that we do not have shared community standards about such things as sex, alcohol use or even lying.\textsuperscript{120} A review of lawyer disciplinary cases, as well as the newspapers, reveals the massive social change this country has experienced in recent decades (and certainly since the days of *The Scarlet Letter*). Pre-marital sex is fairly widespread and the Clinton scandals have put various forms of common, but not spoken in public, sexual practices into the popular culture.

\textsuperscript{118} See Gross, supra note 73. Though the subject of that controversy has now graduated from law school, he has not been admitted to the bar because he remains on probation from his release (a life time condition?). The Arizona bar bans admission of anyone on probation for a crime. The law school took its stand (admission to school granted) and now the controversy rests with the Bar. See also, Alex Berenson, *S.E.C. Reaches Settlement in Web-Based 'Pump and Dump' Case*, N.Y. Times, Mar. 3, 2000, at C1 (chronicling the Georgetown law students who settled with the SEC after they were found to have orchestrated a 'pump and dump' stock scam and the school's choice not to expel the students, citing future bar admissions problems as something the students would face).

\textsuperscript{119} Note the unsavory use of Mayor Giuliani's father's criminal history as an effort to affect his reputation at a time it was already reeling from his own personal scandals. See Wayne Barrett, *Rudy: An Investigative Biography of Rudolph Giuliani* (2000).

\textsuperscript{120} See Sissela Bok, *Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life* (2d. ed. 1999) (discussing justified lying). See generally recent reports on the extent of spousal lying in marriage in Ellyn Bader, et al., *Tell Me No Lies: How To Face the Truth and Build a Loving Marriage* (2000) (reporting that most married and other emotionally committed couples lie to each other about a wide range of things); see also Josephson Institute on Ethics, *2000 Report Card on American Youth* at http://www.josephsoninstitute.org/Survey2000/survey2000-pressrelease.htm (visited on October 16, 2000) (reporting that 71\% of all high school students report cheating on exams, 92\% lied to their parents within the last 12 months and 40\% of males and 30\% of females have stolen, while 68\% say they have hit someone in the past year).
“Don’t ask, don’t tell” seems to be a marital mantra, even if it is not working with gays in the military. (At least you certainly don’t have to tell your professional association anymore about your sexual habits.) Professional policing of functional misconduct is important. However, it is not clear, empirically, if not morally, what personal activity really does affect professional duties. Note that I say this as someone who gleefully consumed Larry Flynt’s revelations of the sexcapades of the moral minority in the Republican Party. Perhaps, for some of us, hypocrisy and denial of our own human failings, while we criticize others, is worse than some of the underlying moral transgressions. There is some residual moral utilitarianism in this discussion as well. Clinton and Packwood may have done some bad things to some women (and I am not defending them for that) but on the whole they have done more good for women than many politicians who have gone before. (Perhaps they have loved women too much!) 

Different professions will call forth different occupational moralities. I deprive doctors who drink before operating (though this is a common way for surgeons to deal with the stress of their jobs), psychiatrists who sleep with or exploit their patients and politicians who accept bribes. Maybe certain kinds of public officials do have to tolerate a “diminished privacy” right to suffer our judgments—they did, after all, consent to “go public.” But certain professions should also be cut some more moral slack. I want to defend the virtues of “compromise” and seeming lack of principles in some political leaders. Clinton was criticized for this in the early years of his presidency. Machiavelli tells us that leaders have their own morality; that it is bad for them to be too committed to their personal

121. See Rhode, Moral Character as a Professional Credential, supra note 21; see also Douglas Richmond, The Duty to Report Professional Misconduct: A Practical Analysis of Lawyer Self-Regulation, 12 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 175, 188-95 (1999) (for a list of things that do need to be reported by practicing attorneys, and not including sexual habits).

122. See Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being (1984) [for a sensitive portrait of a woman-loving philanderer who was a very good doctor (if deceitful person)].

123. See Machiavelli, The Prince (Daniel Donno trans., 1981). The morality, or at least political wisdom, of Machiavelli has been somewhat returned to us in stature through such pragmatic philosophers as Isaiah Berlin; see, e.g., Isaiah Berlin, The Sense of Reality: Studies in Ideas and Their History (Henry
principles. He says this because if they must lead many who do not share their principles, good leaders must find a way to lead the many (perhaps by finding new or compromise principles). Leadership thus requires both exemplary, but also, in a sense, "unprincipled" actions and behavior. Perhaps those who lead such very public and difficult lives should be given some place of private release so they can perform those public functions. Of course, I realize that "bad cases make bad morality." How many of us have come to defend all sorts of things in the last few years we couldn't believe we would ever justify?\(^\text{124}\)

For me, the other side of this conundrum is that certain kinds of public lives demand more. The public scholar or "public intellectual" who writes about "how to live" perhaps can be criticized for not living "well" or "good," as difficult as that might seem. Those who write about or study other phenomena, such as science, are not claiming to make statements about how the rest of us should live, but those who do tell us how to live should have their ideas tested by measuring how they live their lives.

This leads me to the final dimension of considering the relation of the personal to professional lives—how we act and judge ourselves. Perhaps if Hannah Arendt or Kitty MacKinnon had acknowledged that love (and maybe sex) are the great democratic, cross-class and cross-politics levelers, they might have had to conclude that love, like evil, is "banal,"\(^\text{125}\) or that we sometimes love not-too-wisely or cannot choose our bedfellows for political correctness. This would acknowledge that professionals, lawyers, scholars and all of us are human and that we do not have all the answers to the perfect relationship between personal lives and professional ones because we have not figured out our own relation to these issues ourselves. This is perhaps why Hannah Arendt, in particular, did believe in the separation of her public career and philosophical discourse from


her private life.\textsuperscript{126} Arendt believed that although philosophers had much to say about ideas, they actually lacked what Machiavelli would call "political worldly wisdom." She believed in the separation of three spheres, the public "political" sphere, the intermediate "social sphere" (the "salon" society of which she was a part, universities, religious groupings, etc.) and the private "household." Yet Arendt also believed that public intellectuals were responsible for their ideas—"words can be actions"\textsuperscript{127}—and so the concerns that I have elaborated here about contradictions, ambiguities and inconsistencies in the consideration of private lives to public acts are vividly illustrated by Arendt's life and oeuvre.\textsuperscript{128}

"Judge not, that ye be not judged."\textsuperscript{129} Who among us has not committed some private wrong that someone else might not consider a professionally relevant wrong? I am not unhappy that the lines that confuse me are not so easily drawn. I remain endlessly fascinated by the question of what it means to be a good person and lead a good life, as well as to be a good professional. I am certain that Mahatma Ghandi, Franklin Roosevelt, Martin Luther King and Bill Clinton have caused great personal pain to others around them and to themselves, but they have also labored to make the world a better place. In the end, this is how I judge people—both in their personal and in their professional lives. I suspect that when we get to the Pearly Gates, the ledger will have both personal and professional sins and good deeds. I suspect we will be judged by some totality of our contributions to our fellow humans, as well as how honestly we have confronted our own failings, as well as those of others. I do know that none of us are perfect. I suspect that there are few answers for you in this essay, because this age-old question remains timeless, although ever-changing, and I suspect we will continue to ask, "Can a bad person be a good professional?" for many years to come.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[126] See Benhabib, supra note 15.
\item[127] Id. at 46.
\item[128] "Was Arendt simply a woman in love?" Id. "The truth is Arendt was never consistent on this score." Id. (on the political consequences of Heidegger's philosophy).
\item[129] Matthew 7:1 (King James).
\end{footnotes}